
From: Jeremy L. Marks <professorfrankenzap@gmail.com> 

Date: Wed, Dec 7, 2011 at 8:45 PM 

Subject: Re: The other JLM 

To: David Marks <davidhanmarks@gmail.com> 

 

 

That's just it, there was only one, stupid occasion when drugs were around her by my 
hand.  When asked, she says she doesn't remember that incident.  It should stand out in 
her mind, her dad, two women - one black, one white, being stupid, wearing nothing on 
the mirrored waterbed. 
That morning, I got an early morning visit and didn't watch the time.  She marched right in 
on that one. 
Nothing else before or after.  Once again, nothing, ZERO.  Zero is a big number (to quote 
yur dad) when viewed in that perspective. 
No clue what/where she thinks this stuff occurred. 
<Sorry not true, she marched in on Jeremy drugging it up with Phil’s girlfriend, for which, 
Phil evicted him from the Palatine IL house, with grandpa and I called by JLM to transport 
his possessions as they were removed from the house. Ask grandpa, Allen, Jennifer,etc.> 

 

 

On Wed, Dec 7, 2011 at 6:48 PM, David Marks <davidhanmarks@gmail.com> wrote: 

If that's what she says, especially about the drugs, then I think you have to respect her views on what happened 

and when.  Drugs can have this effect on you where you don't really remember things so clearly... <hmmmm.> 

On Wed, Dec 7, 2011 at 5:20 PM, Jeremy L. Marks <professorfrankenzap@gmail.com> wrote: 

Sent by Chris to me.  Up until this, I had no clue about what Jennifer's issue(s) with me 
could be other then not giving her a car she purchased until the front end was fixed. 

<Bullshit. He had total knowledge.> 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Jeremy L. Marks <jeremy@classicmusclecars.com> 

Date: Tue, Sep 23, 2008 at 1:49 AM 

Subject: The other JLM 

To: Jeremy Marks <nomohoe@gmail.com> 

 

    From: 

 jenn with..  

Block User  

Delete From Friends  

 

myspace.com/jennifer4377  

Date:  

Jul 11, 2007 6:36 PM  
Flag as Spam or Report Abuse [?] 
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Help: Flag 
Message If you get a message that is spam (someone trying to sell you something, get you to look at their 

profile, or redirect you to another website), click the 'Spam' button to notify us. If the email is not spam, but is 

abusive in nature (cyberbullying, inappropriate content, or another matter), click on 'Abuse'. You can then let us 

know what type of abuse the message is. Thanks for your help in moderating MySpace Mail! 

Subject:  

RE: HEY 

Body:  

wow, thats a big question. i guess id have to start off by 

saying that i dont hate him, i just dont approve of anything 
that he does/did. i made the decision that i dont want him 
around my daughter. i dont think she needs any kind of 
inconsistancies in her life, she needs good reliable people 

to surround her and he just does not fit that request. lets 
see, i was first introduced to cocaine on accident when i 
was in 7th grade and i walked in on him and a friend of his 

weighing a lot of it up. it totally freaked me out. This never 
occurred as that kind of activity never occurred.  i was 
watching his friends newborn at the time who, btw, is 17 

now. i guess since i was introduced to it that way him and 
all his friends felt it was ok to smoke it in front of me or 
snort it in front of me. i also went on numerous drug rides 
with a friend of his. I think this is the bitch that I later 

found out was dealing, she offered to watch Jennie while I 
worked.  I knew she used but was unaware of any 
business. he thought giving me money that he got from 

selling drugs would make up for all of this, which it didnt. 
especially when he didnt have the money to pay bills and 
rent and our electricity was always off, which meant cold 

baths and no phone and moving around. living in an 
apartment that was infested with ants when i was in 
middle school That was the apt owned by Bozo the Clown 
actor Bob Bell. then another apt which he could never 



seem to pay the electricity, Yup, still broke, not in any way 
related to anything illegal then we moved in with this crazy 

guy and i watched him kick jeremys ass cause he brought 
cocaine in the house and smoked it with the guys 
girlfriend. We moved in with Dennis, yes, he is crazy.  His 
GF & I only shared my king sized water bed several times, 

there were never any drugs involved there.  I was 
installing a phone system, purchased the equipment with a 
down payment from my customer and most of my 

available money.  My "assistant", Todd, good for spot labor 
and knocking heads, stole the equipment, sold it 
somewhere.  I now had to not only replace the equipment 

but also pay rent to Dennis. Eventually, the customer 
bought another system, not leaving me with enough for 
rent.  Todd was now working with Dennis and I had to exit 
without paying.  Dennis did try to provoke a fight which I 

talked him out of.  Jenny was there but seems to have an 
altered version of the events.  Today, Todd is long Dead, 
Dennis and I say hi and shake hands when we meet and I 

still take care of my friend's phones and security - you can 
catch 2 of his businesses at facebook.com/craftsman and 
facebook.com/kenmore . he has no common sense and being a parent 

now i could not ever imagine exposing audrey to any kind of that filth ever. he 
has no parenting skills what so ever, shouldnt have ever taken me from my 
grandparents when i was going into the fourth grade. left me at home 
countless nights (I know of 3 times I was too impaired to drive. In 6+ years, 
it's possible there were others.  I also worked at places in the wee hours of the 
morning and I would sometimes get home when it was light out.  I made a 
vow early on that my children would never see me under the influence of 
anything.  The closest thing was frequent sleep deprivation.) while he was out 
drugging it up. oh yeah, he was also physically and verbally abusive (not that I 
am aware of). im very lucky that i got out as sane as i am. (She learned about 
hard work, working until the job is done, by direct input from me, she came 
with and climbed ladders with me.  She learned to be clean and neat by doing 
the opposite of me.  She learned the basics of survival well, even to tutor 
Audrey to read by age 3, just like her.) i hope the same for you. ive done a 

http://facebook.com/craftsman
http://facebook.com/kenmore


bunch of stupid things in my life, wish i had some guidence when i was 
younger, but im fine now, have been for a long time. thats why i dont hate, i 
just dont care which is probably worse, loll 
 
you asked for it. 

 

--  

"When one person suffers from a delusion it is called insanity. 

When many people suffer from a delusion it is called religion." 

Robert M. Percy 

 

Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls, and looks like work. Thomas A Edison 

 

"The way to see by faith is to shut the eye of reason" 

Benjamin Franklin 

 

"No subject should be off bounds to inquiry and questioning.  

Upon skeptical scrutiny, the truth will always gleam like a jewel on a sandy beach,  

while lies, falsehoods and half-truths will burrow beneath the sand, hiding from the dangers of inquiry."  

Dr. Thomas Way, http://dhmo.org 

 

 

 

 

--  

 

 

"Some drink at the fountain of knowledge.... Others just gargle." 
Robert Newton Anthony 
 
The direct use of force is such a poor solution to any problem, it is 
generally employed only by small children and large nations. 
David Friedman 

 

☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺ ☻ ☻ ☻ ☻ ☻ ☻ 
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